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POLICY FORUM
ETHICS

directed the secret Japanese unit that
engaged in human experimentation for biological weapons development during World

Ethics: A Weapon to

War II (19, 20).
Recognizing that past breaches of ethics
have occurred, despite the existence of a
code, presents a challenge, namely, guard-
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ing against the cynicism or despair that may

evoke. Research in the philosophy of sci-

A dvances in the life sciences,
they act in espegood conscience); monetary (it ence shows that as long as a small clustered
cially in molecular biology
and
will bankrupt
our company); and personal nucleus of ethical voices remains, ethics

informatics, and the potential
for
(it will ruin my
career). But even those who has a high probability of reasserting itself
misuse of scientific research
(the
question
the"dualvalue of a code agree that (21, 22). We must continue to try to be ethiuse" dilemma) raise the possibility
ansciences, including cal and to encourage and to help others to
research inthat
the life
biodefense
research, must be conducted in do likewise. A code of ethics will help in
act of terrorism could involve
biological
agents. International consensus
is crucial
a safe and
ethical manner. Bodies speaking both respects.
on the steps needed to reduce
this grave
out publicly
about this need for ethics
Ethics brings deep values and beliefs
threat to humanity. One such
is to
includestep
the General
Assembly of the World into play, which means we may not always

ensure that all people andMedical
institutions
Association (2), the British
agree with each other. But we need to estabinvolved in science are aware Medical
of their
ethi- (3) the U.S. National lish a code and then use it as a basis for
Association,

Research Council, (4) the British

cal obligations.

engaging in an ongoing debate, because

An important way to promote
the necesParliament
(5), and the Asia-Pacific ethics is an ongoing process not an isolated
sary international consensus and
to raise
the
Economic
Cooperation
(APEC) Leaders
event (23). A code not only raises awarenecessary awareness is through
of (7).
a
(6),adoption
among others
ness of the need for ethics and provides
code of ethics to govern research
inhave
thebeen
life
There
recurring debates since
guidelines against which to judge the ethisciences. It is with this thought
that events
we set
the tragic
of September 11, 2001,
cal acceptability of any given conduct, but

out to capture the critical elements
concerningthat
what a
research should andalso functions as a teaching tool and procode of ethics for the life sciences
should notshould
be conducted and what informa- vides less senior people, including students,
should
and should
include-one that we believetion
can
help
pre-not be disseminated
vent the life sciences from in
becoming
the
the open literature
(4, 5, 8). That dialogue
death sciences (see the table on
page 1882).
has generated
calls for a code or codes of
The code we propose is built
on ethically
conduct
to provide guidance for scientists,

with a means of raising ethical concerns,
especially with respect to the conduct of
those in authority. We should continue to
foster "ethics talk"-because that is an

important way in which ethics can move
forward in conjunction with science as it
advances (23).
include nonmaleficence; beneficence;
Advisory Board for Biosecurity (NSABB)
To reiterate the ancient Hippocratic

relevant facts and the substantive
and
procepublishers,
and
others facing extremely difficult decisions
in its
the context of the dualdural principles of ethics that must
govern
use dilemma.
The National Science
interpretation and application
(1). They

of the
National
Institutes of Health has
been
respect for life, especially human
life;
mainOath,
physicians and scientists must today,
taining trust; embedding ethics
in
science;
charged with developing such a code
even more
for crucially than in the past, first do

establishing a high ethical tone
in instituprofessional
organizations and institutions
no harm. To paraphrase a provision in the
tions; acknowledging individual
and
collec(9). In
2005,
the Expert and State modern
PartiesHippocratic Oath: Physicians and
tive responsibilities; and recognizing
and
Meeting of
thefulBiological Weapons
scientists shall remember that they have a
filling needs for ethics reviewConvention
and monitor(BWC) will consider how to pact with society to advance knowledge and

ing, notification of breaches of
ethics,
ethics understanding
promote
a common
needed actions
toward this end as well.
education, and the transmission
of ethical
know that a code will not be suffivalues to colleagues and those weWe
mentor.
cient to such
ensure that
Yet, although many agree with
an science is not mis-

of to apply that knowledge for the good of

humanity. Scientists and scientific institutions must act responsibly to limit potential
misuse of scientific materials and informa-

approach, many strongly oppose
it for
tion by bioweaponeers.
used-we
have reaalready heard the laments
sons ranging from cognitive (it
won't
work)
"pious
words
will not solve the problem,"... A code is a living instrument that will
to emotional (fear that it will "they
shutare
down
sci-the paper they are writnot worth
need to be supplemented, on a continuing

ence); philosophical (science ten
is on,"
value
basis, by interpretations, applications, and
... " free,
they have no teeth" (10, 11).
it's only its applications that
need
ethical
Codes
of ethics
did not prevent scientists
analysis of new case examples. Below, we
guidance); misguided (scientists
are ethical
how it would apply in one recent
and physicians
from leading the effortsconsider
of
people, and all that ethics requires
is that
Aum Shinrikyo
to develop biological
situation. In this analysis, the applicable
articles of the proposed code are referenced.
weapons (12). Even the Hippocratic Oath
has been violated by physicians' participat- Thomas Butler, a researcher at Texas
M. A. Somerville is at the McGill Centre for Medicine,

Tech
ing in biological weapons programs

Ethics, and Law, McGill University, Montreal, Canada,
H3A 1W9. R. M. Atlas is at the Center for the
(13-17). Ken Alibek,
Deterrence of Biowarfare and Bioterrorism at the
bioweapons program
University of Louisville, KY 40205, USA. E-mail:

and former director of their medical

center's Division of Infectious Diseases,
for example, led the
had reported to the responsible university
of the former Soviet

official in 2003 that he could not account
Union even after the signing of the
for 30 vials of cultures of Yersinia pestis;
Biological
Weapons
Convention
banned
*Author for correspondence. E-mail: r.atlas@
louisville.edu
such programs (18); and Shiro Ishii
later, he claimed that he had inadvertently
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